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Abstract. A model of fuel system which is with ORVR is established based 
on STAR CCM +, to study the influence of different refueling velocity on 
the formation of liquid seal in refueling process. The simulation results show 
that the increase of refueling rate leads to the formation of liquid seal in the 
process of fuel flow, but it will lead to the deterioration of refueling 
smoothness. When the refueling rate is 15L/min, there is no liquid seal 
formed at the bottom of the refueling pipe, because of the small gas 
resistance formed in the refueling process, and when the refueling flow rate 
reaches 37L/min, a stable dynamic liquid seal can be formed at the bottom 
of the refueling pipe but the fuel accumulation at the refueling port has taken 
place. When the refueling flow rate reaches40L/min and 45L/min, a stable 
dynamic liquid seal is formed at the bottom of the refueling pipe at 4s, but 
until 4 seconds, fuel has been submerged in the refueling muzzle. At 10 
seconds, the fuel accumulation state is the same as 5 seconds, indicating that 
the gun PSO had taken happened. 

Abbreviations 
ORVR           Onboard Refueling Vapor Recovery 
ICV                      Intake Check Valve 
PSO               Pre-Shut Off  
VOCs            Volatile Organic Compounds 

1 Introduction  
Evaporation emission is the important source of VOCs emissions from vehicles in the 

world[1-2-3-4]. VOCs are important precursors of secondary organic aerosols and ozone, 
which is called "three effects". The emission of VOCs from vehicle is an important part of 
VOCs artificial source[3-4]. In recent years, with the tightening of emission standards, the 
total amount of vehicle exhaust emissions have decreased year by year, while evaporation 
emissions have gradually increased in the proportion of total vehicle VOCs emissions.  

At present, China has gradually begun to implement China 6[5], in which significantly 
changes have taken place in the control of fuel evaporation emissions with reference to the 
requirements of the EPA[6-7-8]. On the one hand, the hot soak and diurnal bleed loss test is 
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required, the pretreatment process increases high temperature and high temperature 
pretreatment, the diurnal test time is increased from 24 h to 48 h, and the limit value is from 
2g/test to 0.7g/test (the deterioration coefficient 0.06g/test should be considered). On the 
other hand, the refueling emission test requirements are added, in which the vechile exhaust 
test requirements are added in the pretreatment process, and the limit value is set to 0.05g/L 
(the deterioration coefficient 0.01g/L should be considered). 

Before the fuel tank is refueled, there is a certain concentration of oil and gas stay in the 
tank. During the refueling of vehicles, as the liquid oil is continuously added through the fuel 
gun, the pressure in the fuel tank rises due to the liquid surface rising, and the fuel flow which 
is rapidly leading to the mixing severely disturbed, so that the oil and gas are discharged from 
the return air pipe through the fuel tank port [9-12]. The evaporative emission from cars can 
promote the formation of ozone and seriously harm to human health. Some researchers have 
conducted a large number of theoretical studies on automotive evaporative emissions. Marek 
C. Lockhart from Ford Motor Company proposed three mathematical models for calculating 
HC evaporative emissions when refueling in 1997[13].It is an ideal solution model, a model 
for calculating molecular weight based on pressure, and a direct empirical model respectively. 
Mastroianni, University of Windsor, Canada, designed a simplified transparent rectangular 
fuel tank to explore the effect of diameter of return air pipe and refueling test conditions on 
PSO (Pre-Shut Off)[14]. Dr. Christopher John Quigley of the University of Texas at Austin 
studied the refueling emissions, running loss emissions, hot-soak loss emissions, and diurnal 
breathe loss emissions related to automotive evaporative emissions, and analyzed the 
specifics of automotive evaporative emissions, and studied the potential of various 
evaporative emissions for the formation of ozone by oxidation [15].Yamada et al. studied the 
control of fuel vapors in the Japanese about vehicles. The study of the fuel composition shows 
that C4 olefins have a greater impact on refueling emissions. The impact of C4 olefins on 
refueling emissions controlled based on chemical methods can achieve similar levels 
compared with ORVR vehicle refueling emissions [16]. Dong Kyu Kim et al. studied the 
kinetics of adsorption and desorption of canisters which is matching ORVR systems, and 
provided a reference for matching ORVR systems by establishing dynamic models [17]. Cai 
Jinrong from Jiangsu University introduced the refueling emission mechanism of ORVR and 
conducted a pilot study. The results show that if only canisters installed could reduce 
refueling emissions by approximately 15.7%, while installing an on-board refueling vapor 
recovery system on average reduced by more than 94% [18]. 

The requirement of refueling rate in EPA is 37.1 L / min, and the refueling rate can be as 
low as 15.1 L / min under special circumstances[6-7-8]. The main reason for the refueling 
rate is not too low is that the smaller the refueling rate is, the more difficult it is to form a 
dynamic liquid seal in the refueling process. However, the refueling rate is too large, the 
greater is the resistance of the refueling process, the easier to form the splash. While in filling 
station, the initial refueling rate of the fuel gun is hard to reach 37L /min immediately. 
Therefore, it is necessary to ensure that the refueling flow rate can form a dynamic liquid seal 
before the flow rate is reached 37L/min to ensure that the hydrocarbon emissions in the 
refueling process meet the requirements of the regulations. Similarly, the refueling rate of 
filling station is generally 45L /min, or even higher. So in order to ensure that the vehicle 
refueling in the market meets the requirements of regulations, the characteristics of refueling 
emission at high velocity are studied.Jiangsu University [19] researchment have shown that 
refueling rate increases may make the risk of fuel backinjection more obviously.So it is 
necessary to study the influence of refueling emission under different refueling rate. 

    3D- modeling of the fuel system is set up based on STAR CCM + to study the refueling 
smoothness of the filler pipe and the formation of dynamic liquid sealing under different 
refueling rates, which provides a reference for satisfying the design of fueling emission 
control. 
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2 3D-Model Set Up 
The entire fuel tank model of surface and grid are processed by Hypermesh. And then import 
StarCCM+ to generate a hexahedral structured grid for 3D modeling. As shown in Figure 
1(a), the surface treatment of the fuel tank and the refinement of the grid. And the division 
of the surface grid of the fuel system. In order to shorten the calculation time, the canister 
does not participate in the simulation-calculation and the outlet pressure of 900 Pa is used 
instead of the ventilation resistance of the canister. Figure 1(b) shows the fuel tank system, 
which includes a fuel filler pipe, a canister, a fuel tank body, a GVV valve, an FLVV valve, 
an ICV valve, a canister solenoid valve, etc. In order to keep the same with the actual original 
model, the grid encryption is performed at the filler port and the place where the fuel gun 
contacts, and the connection between the return gas pipe and the filler port. 

 
Fig. 1 (a)3D model of fuel system. 

 
Fig. 1 (b) 3D model of fuel system. 

2.1 Boundary conditions 

Table 1 is the input of boundary parameters. Gasoline density is based on the test in 
laboratory. The inlet pressure input is 900 Pa which is reference about the adsorption 
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resistance of the canister. According to the requirements in the regulations of China 6, the 
fueling rate is set to 37 L/ min, fuel temperature is set to 20℃. 

Table 1. Boundary parameters. 

Gasoline ρ (kg/m3) 740 
Gasoline μ (Pa·s) 0.042 
Air ρ (kg/m3) Ideal gas 
Air μ (Pa·s) 1.855E-5 
Inlet pressure 0 Pa 
Outlet pressure 900 Pa 
Refueling rate 15L/min,37 

L/min,40L/min,45L/min 
Fuel temperature 20℃ 
Tank volume 55L 
Number of grids 3420000 

 
During the refueling process of the fuel system, the fluid motion includes various 

phenomena and characteristics such as unsteady, incompressible, turbulent, tumble, mass 
transfer, heat transfer, etc. During the calculation, the basic control equation of the gas flow 
must be satisfied: mass conservation equation, equation for conservation of momentum and 
energy conservation equation. If the fluid contains a mixture or interaction of different 
components, the system also needs to satisfy the component conservation equation: .  

Mass conservation equation: 

( ) ( ) ( ) 0u v w
t x y z
ρ ρ ρ ρ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
+ + + =

∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
                  (1) 

 
where ρ  is the density, t  is time, u , v , w is the component of the velocity vector in the 
x, y, z direction. 

Equation for conservation of momentum: 

( ) ( ) ( ) u
u pdiv uu div gradu S
t x
ρ ρ µ∂ ∂

+ = − +
∂ ∂

            (2) 

( ) ( ) ( ) v
v pdiv vu div gradv S
t y
ρ ρ µ∂ ∂

+ = − +
∂ ∂

          (3) 

( ) ( ) ( ) w
w pdiv wu div gradw S
t z
ρ ρ µ∂ ∂

+ = − +
∂ ∂

          (4) 

where, µ  is the dynamic viscosity, uS , vS , wS  is the generalized source term of 
momentum conservation equation. 

Energy conservation equation: 

( ) ( ) ( ) T
p

T kdiv uT div gradT S
t c
ρ ρ∂

+ = +
∂

         (5) 
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where pc is the specific heat capacity, T  is the temperature, k  is the heat transfer 

coefficient of the fluid, TS  is the heat transfer coefficient of the fluid, sometimes referred to 
simply as the viscous dissipative term. 

Component conservation equation: 

( ) ( ) ( ( ))s
s s s s

c div uc div D grad c S
t
ρ ρ ρ∂

+ = +
∂

       (6) 

where sc  is the volume concentration of the component “ s” , scρ  is the mass 
concentration of the component , 

sD  is the diffusion coefficient of the component, sS  is the 
mass of the component produced by the chemical reaction per unit volume per unit time 
within the system. 

4 Analysis of simulation results 

4.1 Comparison of refueling at fuel port under different refueling rates 

Table 2 shows the fuel accumulation at the refueling port under different refueling rate. When 
the refueling rate is 15L / min, the fuel begins to accumulate at 1 seconds. Until the 10 
seconds of refueling, the fuel accumulation at the refueling port has not missed the fuel gun, 
indicating that the entire refueling process is smooth, and there is no problem of back 
swimming and PSO. 

When the refueling rate is 37L/min, the fuel begins to accumulate at 1 seconds. Until the 
10 seconds of refueling, the fuel accumulation at the refueling port has not missed the fuel 
gun, indicating that the entire refueling process is smooth, and there is no problem of back 
swimming and PSO. 

When the refueling rate is 40L / min, the fuel begins to accumulate at 1 seconds. Until 3 
seconds, the fuel accumulation has been close to the refueling muzzle. At Until 5 seconds, 
fuel has been submerged in the refueling muzzle. At 10 seconds, the fuel accumulation state 
is the same as 5 seconds, indicating that the gun PSO had taken happened. 

When the refueling rate is 45L / min, the fuel begins to accumulate at 1 seconds. Until 3 
seconds, the fuel accumulation has been close to the refueling muzzle. Until 4 seconds, fuel 
has been submerged in the refueling muzzle. At 10 seconds, the fuel accumulation state is 
the same as 5 seconds, indicating that the gun PSO had taken happened. 

From the above analysis, it can be seen that the lower the refueling flow rate, the better 
the refueling smoothness performance. With the increase of the refueling flow rate, the 
accumulation of oil in the head of the refueling port is increasing. , Or even reverse injection, 
causing greater fuel vapor to escape from the fuel filler. 
 

Table 2. Comparison of refueling at fuel port under different refueling rates. 

Tim
e(s) 

Refueling rate  
15(L/min) 37(L/min) 40(L/min) 45(L/min) 
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4.2 Comparison of the bottom of the fuel pipe with different flow rates  

Table 4 shows the state of the dynamic fuel seal at the bottom of the fuel filler pipe under 
different fueling rate conditions. When the refueling rate is 15L/min, the fuel flows to the 
bottom of the fuel pipe and flows into the fuel tank in the 2 second s. Before 5 seconds, the 
liquid seal is not formed, continue to refuel, and the bottom of the fuel pipe forms a stable 
fuel flow, Until 10 seconds, no dynamic liquid seal was formed.  

When the refueling rate is 37L/min, the fuel flows to the bottom of the fuel pipe and flows 
into the fuel tank in the 1 second s. Before 5 seconds, the liquid seal is not formed, continue 
to refuel, and the bottom of the fuel pipe forms a stable fuel flow, Until 6 second at the bottom 
of the fuel filler pipe, a dynamic liquid seal is formed. 
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From the above analysis, it can be concluded that the lower the refueling flow rate, the 
more difficult it is to form a dynamic liquid seal at the bottom of the fueling pipe. With the 
increase of the refueling flow rate, the dynamic liquid seal is more likely to form at the bottom 
of the fueling pipe, but the increase in the fueling flow rate generates fuel vapor. The rate is 
accelerated, and a higher air pressure is formed in the entire fuel filler pipe and the fuel tank, 
which is likely to cause the fuel in the fuel filler pipe to return to the swimming phenomenon, 
causing the fuel gun to jump ahead of time. Therefore, when designing the fuel system, it is 
necessary to consider the effect of refueling to produce a dynamic liquid seal. At the same 
time, it is necessary to consider that the pressure of the overall fuel system is controlled within 
a certain reasonable range, so as not to cause an increase in the refueling flow rate and cause 
the refueling gun to jump ahead of the gun..  

Table 3. Comparison of the bottom of the fuel pipe with different flow rates. 

Ti
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5 Conclusions 
Based on STAR CCM + three-dimensional simulation software, a simulation model was 
established to study the smoothness of fueling in the fuel system, and the following 
conclusions were drawn: 

1.The increase in the fuel flow rate promotes the formation of a liquid seal during the fuel 
flow of the fuel filler pipe, but it will result in poor fueling smoothness; 

2.The lower the refueling flow rate, the more difficult it is to form a dynamic liquid seal 
at the bottom of the refueling pipe. With the increase of the refueling flow rate, the easier it 
is to form a dynamic liquid seal at the bottom of the refueling pipe. A higher air pressure is 
formed inside the fuel tank, which can easily cause the fuel in the fuel pipe to return to the 
swimming phenomenon, causing the fuel gun to jump ahead of time. 

3. When the fuel flow rate is 15L / min, no liquid seal is formed at the bottom of the fuel 
pipe; when the fuel flow rate reaches 37L / min, a stable dynamic liquid seal can be formed 
at the bottom of the fuel pipe; when the fuel flow rate reaches 40L / min and 45L / min At 
the time, a stable dynamic liquid seal is quickly formed at the bottom of the fuel pipe, but 
there is more fuel accumulation at the head of the fuel pipe, and the poor smoothness of 
fueling may cause the gun to jump ahead of time.  
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